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Abstract. Non-invasive control equipment meets best the safety and reliability requirements
thus, its development is urgent for improvement of NPP diagnostic systems. The present report deals
with the matters of creation of a new acoustic coolant control means in the NPP pipelines.

The application of ultrasonic waves enables to carry out remote probing of the coolant flow
and detection of solid and gas occlusions, measuring of the movement velocity and level. Besides,
the analysis of the acoustic noise enables to detect coolant leakages and diagnose the state and
operation of the rotating mechanisms and tearings.

The report contains results of researches in the field of development of highly reliable
waveguide non invasive acoustic transducers with a long service life. The principal physical
phenomena, on which transduser operation is based, as well as transduser specifications are adduced
here. Here are also considered examples of transduser use in different fields of nuclear technologies:
at the NPP's, in thermophysical researches, in emergency examination experiments. In particular, the
detection of gas appearance into the coolant, the indication of the transduser level, the pipeline filling
and drainage control, the liquid film velocity measurement on the Pipelines inner surface.

1. Introduction
The facilities and coolant control systems are essential elements of ensuring NPP safety and

reliability. The control equipment operation is based upon the treatment of information gathered by
means of various transducers. Thus the improvement and development of new effective control
transducers capable of operating under hard conditions of the nuclear power engineering is quite
urgent. With all the mentioned above, for the sake of safety level increase it is expedient to use non-
invasive transducers excluding the necessity for any loops and passings in the NPP facilities.

The present report contains results of researches in the field of the research development of
non contact acoustic transducers for coolant control in the NPP pipelines. The design of the
waveguide acoustic transducers considered below is based upon a special technology (WAT-
technology) developed in our Institute.

2. Existing Problems and How to Resolve Them
While developing the acoustic transducers for nuclear power engineering it is necessary to

resolve several problems.
We shall consider the principal ones. Most piesomaterials have a low thermal and radiation

resistance, that is why conventional transducers have a reduced service life and low reliability. Due to
the removal of the acoustic converters out of the high-temperature area, the use of the acoustic
waveguides helped to resolve this problem.

The setting of directional transmission and reception of the acoustic energy through the pipe
wall presents another major problem.

It is solved through the transformation of longitudinal waves of the waveguide into the
bending waves of the sensitive element (receiving - emitting element), vibrating synchronously with
the pipe wall

In the high-temperature conditions the use of contacting lubrication does not ensure the
required safety and reliability of the transducer-to-pipe acoustic contact. The application of soft-
metal gaskets helps to solve this problem too.

3. Transducer Design and Principle of Operation

The use of the suggested technical solutions resulted in the development of a new non-
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invasive transducer capable of operating in the high-temperature conditions for a long time (Fig. 1)
The main components of the transducer are: piezo-converter transforming electric impulses

into acoustic ones and vice versa; longitudinal wave communication waveguide, bending wave
sensitive element; frame and fixture parts.

The transducer operates as follows. The piezo element transforms electric impulses into ultra-
sonic ones, which are transmitted to the sensitive element through the waveguide. At the place of the
waveguide - sensitive element bend acoustic longitudinal waves-of the waveguide are transformed
into the bending ones of the sensitive element and then of the pipeline wall. These oscillation produce
an ultrasonic wave in the liquid flow directed at the a angle towards the pipe wall. A mechanical
clamping and foil gasket ensure stable acoustic contact of the transducer and the pipe wall.

A rectangular converter made of the piezo-ceramics on the basis of zirconate-titanate of lead
( ZTP-19) is used in the transducer. Its resonance frequency is generally determined by the piezo-
plate length and the conditions of the wave guide. The resonance frequency is approximate 600
kHz, transmission coefficient -0.3.

The communication waveguide is made of chrome-nickel steel, in the form of a band with a
4x2 mm2 section and is 120 mm long

Attenuation of the ultrasound in the waveguide is described by:

A=A<,exp(-01) (1)

where 1 is the length of the waveguide, /? is the longitudinal wave attenuation constant.
The value of the attenuation constant depends on the waveguide heat treatment and on the

temperature. Annealing of the waveguide reduces /? by severed constant of longitudinal wave to the
amount of about lO^l/T within the temperature range of from 0°C to 400°C (12X18H10T steel).

The length of sensitive element is 10 mm, it has a 4x2 mm2 rectangular section. The sensitive
element is connected with the pipe-wall by pressing through metal foil.

In the emission made the sensitive element excites a bending wave in the pipe-wall which
remits the ultrasound into the liquid. The emission angle is determined by the sound velocity in the
liquid Ci and the bending wave velocity Cb:

a=arccos (C,/Cb) (2)

The effectiveness of the emission is determined by the attenuation constant y. The bending
wave amplitude during the dispersion along the pipe wall decreases exponentially

B=Boexp(-y h) (3)

where h - the distance between the sensitive element and the amplitude measurement point.
The dependence of y from the frequency f, the thickness of the pipe wall H, the liquid

characteristics and pipe material in the field of high frequencies is described by the approximates
formula

e£Ly12 (4)

where p\ - the liquid density; p m . the pipe metal density; Ci - the sound velocity in the liquid;
Cr - the sound velocity in the rod.

The complete characteristic of the dependence of y on frequency is given in Fig. 2 (steel pipe
with the 4 mm-thick wall is filled with water under normal conditions).
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Main transducer performances:
Operating temperature up to 400°C
pipe wall thickness up to 10 mm
pipe diameter 15-200 mm
weight —0,2-kg
operating frequency 600 kHz

4. Application of transducers in Nuclear Industry
1. Detection of gas-phase in autonomous contour of cooling of bearing of main circulating

pump GZN-195M PWR-1000
The design philosophy of main circulating pumps of NPP with PWR-1000 is application of

autonomous circulating contour for lubricant and cooling of bottom radial bearing of pump. The
coolant of first contour fed into exported heat exchanger is used. The pumping of coolant is initially
made by the accessory working impeller through pipe with diameter 50 mm, then the coolant comes
to bearing (Fig. 3).

One of the reasons of high wear of bearing is capture of gas and its moving into coolant of
the first contour. By this reason the normal operation of lubrication and coolanting is breaken, the
wear of bearing is increased, and action of pump may be stopped.

For detection of gas in coolant flow the method named method of phase modulation of
dispersed ultrasound. This method is concluded in the following manner. Ultrasound beam is radiated
in coolant flows. Ultrasound is scattered when bubbles of gas appear in the coolant, and fractional

• back-scattered ultrasound is observed. Picking up signals of back-scattered ultrasound are detected
f by phase detector and are increased.
I Amplitude of alternating voltage on out of detector linearly depends on cross section of
• dispersion of ultrasound when gas concentration is small:

A=k<p (5)

where k - empirical coefficient.
The measuring system including 2 non-invasive transducers and electronic block has been

setted up in one of the pumps of second power-block of Kalinin NPP. The results of testing are
represented at Fig. 4.

2. The measurement of coolants Levels in steam-generator PGV-1000, PWR-1000 .
The coolants level is the most important parameter influencing on safe work of power-block.

The decreasing of level disturbs heat-exchanger between contours, but the increasing of level results
to overshoot of water in turbine.

At present for level control of coolant the hydrostatic level-meters are used. The
disadvantages of this devices are: great inertia, long impulse communication lines, requiring periodic
service.

The development of level control system on basis non-invasive acoustics transducers allows
to correct mentioned faults.

It is advisable the control system involves the by-pass tube placed vertically and connected
with water at the bottom of tube, but at the top of tube, but at the top of tube connected with steam
volume of steam-generator (Fig. 5).

The tube equips by some transducers placed vertically. The transducers are used in pairs and
are placed in such a manner that tube is irradiated by ultrasound. The transducers are identified the
zone of phase contact by acoustic conductivity.
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3 Control of fallibility and drainage in tube-lines.
It is possible to control effectively the fallibility or drainage of tubes in different systems of

NPP by using methods of ultrasound irradiation.
In this case, two transducers are placed in tube by one against another. One of the

transducers works as radiate, another as receiver. The transducers may used in tube-lines having
diameter be from 20 mm to 150 mm with thickness of wall up to-10 mm.

Dependence of amplitude of received signals on gas-concentration is shown at Fig. 6.
The gas-concentration controlled by this methods are limited by value <p equalled 2 - 5%.
The hook-up transducers for control of fallibility and drainage in tube-lines of NPP are shown

at Fig. 7.

4. The measurement of rapidity of coolant flow in tube-lines.
The application of the non-invasive transducers allows to control movement of coolant in

tubes during plan repair work and in processes of washing of equipment etc. Information received by
using such transducers is very important for analysis of extent of impurity in tube-lines by
precipitates, oxides etc.

The velocity of coolant movement is measured by using method of cross-correlation or
Doppler method.

Two pair of transducers are placed in tube in sequence and are worked in translucent regime
of ultrasound by using cross-correlation method. Amplitude of received signals is fluctuated because
flow is turbulent and contaminated scattering compound.

The strengthened signals of fluctuation by means analogue-digital transformer are directed in
computer, which calculates the cross-correlation function.

The velocity of coolant is determined by the time of movement of flow from first pair of
transducers to second pair, by using maximum of co-ordinate of the cross-correlation function.

Doppler method of measurement it is possible to realise by using the single transducer
working in reline of irradiation - reception.

Acoustic impulses reflected from scattering minerals are received than after phase-detection
enter in computer working in regime of spectrum analyser. The velocity of flow proportional
depends on effective frequency received Doppler signal.

5 The measurement of wave properties of film flowing of coolant.
The film cooling of elements is used widely in NNP's equipment, in particular for cooling of

channels of management systems and protection. More over, the using of the draining down films for
emergency cooling of core of nuclear reactor.

It is important the investigation of undulation on film surface determining stability of flowing
and all things considered - coefficient of removal (cooling).

The non-invasive acoustic transducers have been used for study of wave properties of the
draining down films of liquid in hydrodynamic stand

The base of stand is vertical tube, having height 6,5 m, internal diameter 52 mm and walls
thickness 10 mm. The second tube is seted up inside the first tube by coaxial.

The transducers have been placed in sequence (one after another) with interval 100 mm. The
cross-correlation function of signals from two transducers working in regime of modulation of
signals reflected from surface film have been measured (Fig. 8).

The typical characteristic curves (dependence wave velocity on Reynolds number) are shown
at Fig. 9.

6. The sound (noise) diagnostics of faults and leakages
The non-invasive acoustic transducers give information about completeness of basis

equipment of station. The transducers may be placed near zone of probability formation of noisy in
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the case of faults, because high temperature and irradiation don't influence on transducers.
In particular, the transducers may be used for diagnostics of pumps bearing by their noisy,

and for detection of leakages in places of welding and in another cases.
The most important useful feature of described transducer construction is directed sensitivity,

allowing selectivity to direct and to accept the signals in space.

Conclusions. — -
The characteristics of action of non-invasive acoustic transducers on base WAT-technology

for development of problem of nuclear power industry have been studied. The transducers are
possible to work at temperatures up 400 °C and at more high temperatures with high safety during
long time. The application of the non-invasive acoustic transducers allows to improve the safety of
NNP station.

The detection of gas-phase in autonomous contour of cooling of bearing of main circulating
pump, the measurement of coolant level in steam generator, control of fallibility and drainage in
tube-limes, the measurement of rapidity of coolant flow in tube-lines, the measurement of wave
properties of film flowing, the sound diagnostics of faults and leakages have been considered as
different applications the transducers.
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Fig. 1. Design of non-invasive transducer.
1 - piezo-converter; 2 - waveguide; 3 - sensitive element; 4 - body; 5 - fixture parts
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Fig. 2. Dependence of attenuation constant on frequency

Fig. 3. Contour of autonomous circulating of pump.
1 - tubes; 2 - impeller; 3 - bearing; 4 - transducers; 5 - heat-exchanger
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Fig. 4. Results of testing control system

Fig. 5. Control system of level in the steam generator
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Fig. 6. Dependence of amplitude of received signals on gas-concentration
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Fig. 9. Dependence wave velocity on Reynolds number


